We show that, in the framework of ZFC axioms, any continuous compact discrete semi-flow whose Ellis semigroup consists of universally measurable transformations is tame, and the union of its minimal sets is dense in the minimal attraction center. At the same time, under ZFC, the Ellis semigroups of a broad class of discrete dynamical systems contain transformations that are not universally measurable.
Introduction
We restrict ourselves to semicascades (discrete semi-flows)   
Preliminary Notes
There is an important relationship between characteristics of the semicascade   [7, 4] . Let us present a number of well-known properties of such 0 -systems [4, 5] . Injectivity is equivalent to equicontinuity for minimal distal dynamical systems [4, 5] , and hence the semicascade
(see [3] ) is not injective. 
Let us introduce the class

Main Results
Further, let b  and u  be the  -algebras of Borel subsets of  and subsets universally measurable with respect to     P , respectively; then bu    .
We say that a mapping : 
